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Hi, ok here’s my comments. I think Mr. Crump and Ms. Lafayette are pretty solid appointments from what I can
find out. I like that Mr. Crump has been praised for his inclusive policies, and I like that Ms. Lewandowski is in
a non-conventional job for her gender and that she takes her job seriously and lives in the city of Milwaukee.
Will the plans relating to their blueprints towards making Milwaukee a more equitable city be made available to
the public? Ok just a few comments on the resignation of Ms. Woodall-Vogg. I think we can all agree that the
April 7th election was-to use a technical term-a sh*t show. There’s probably plenty of blame to go around, with
at least 50% going to covid-19. I guess I can understand how she didn’t want to be left holding the bag etc. after
Mr Albrecht resigned. But to say she understands why the common council wants a more transparent system of
appointing commissioners but that she is resigning because how dare the commission question her about
equitable procedures and outcomes when she’s been nothing but nice to black folks all these years is in my
opinion an example of-to use another technical term-white girl tears. The commission implementing these new
procedures to get more public comments, transparency, and a detailed plan on how they will move forward to
make Milwaukee more equitable is a good thing. Ok last comment because I have to go make some money.
Will you be making common council stuff etc more smart phone friendly? A lot of people, esp. low income
people, pretty much use their phone for everything. I don’t have a laptop right now, and the interface for
common council and city of Milwaukee stuff is pretty crappy on the smartphone. Hope you all have a good day.
Keep working on stuff. Thanks.
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